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Workshop Objectives:

Teachers will identify the main features Paint 3D and Microsoft Sway have by developing

one specific example of each software during the workshop.

TOOL 1: PAINT 3D

What is Paint 3D?

Paint 3D is a free program from Microsoft that includes both basic and advanced art tools,

and it's available only in Windows 10. Not only can you use brushes, shapes, text, and

effects to create unique 2D art, but you can also build 3D objects.

Workplace



Brushes

Brushes can be used to paint on both 2D and 3D surfaces. Use the free rotation handle to

turn your 3D object while you paint.

2D Shapes

To draw a shape, select the shape and then click on the surface you wish to draw on. Your

shape will appear, and you can size it as you want. Shapes drawn on 3D objects will mold

themselves to the object’s curves. Make changes in color in the controls on the right. The

stamp tool lets you copy and stamp multiple copies on your project.

3D Shapes

3D shapes contain basic 3D models and objects as well as doodle tools and a small

selection of 3D objects. The doodle tools let you draw tubular shapes, rounded shapes and

sharp-edged shapes.



Stickers

The Stickers tool contains textures and colorful images which can be added to your project

on both the 2D and 3D surfaces. You can also upload your own images as stickers. Stickers

can be resized and moved to achieve the desired effect. Stickers become permanent when

the check mark is clicked

Text

The Text tool allows you to add either 2D or 3D text. 3D text can be moved and turned like

any other 3D object. 2D text can be rotated and moved before it is permanently placed by

clicking offit. Both text formats have the same formatting options.



Recording your work as a video

After finishing your project, click on the “history” button.  Move the slider left to rewind

your work. From here, you can erase parts you want to redo (scrub to the left and then

start where you’d like -- it’ll overwrite anything you previously created after that point), or

save the video. Later, select “export as video”, name it and save it.

ASSIGNMENT 1:  create a project in Paint 3D, whether as modifying an image or recording

a video.



TOOL 2: MICROSOFT SWAY

What is Microsoft Sway?

Sway is an app from Microsoft Office that makes it easy to create and share interactive

reports, personal stories, presentations, and more. Sway is free to use for anyone with a

Microsoft Account (Hotmail, Live, or Outlook.com). You can use it with the software on

your PC or online.









TIPS AND TRICKS

1. Take a screenshot = windows logo+shift+s

2.Record a video from your screen =  windows logo+alt+r

3. Add a quiz in Sway = Create a quiz in Forms Office, get the embedded code, paste it in

Sway in the Media Section (embed)


